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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.4.11 

 

General 

 SSTG-8LECLP - Part number was deleted in the Search Form when you changed from and to the list type 
Total in the Order Lead Time – Purchase and Order Lead Time – Sales procedures. 

 SSTG-8QTCZH - If the quantity on a Fictitious Part was 0, and this quantity was changed to greater than 1, 
the incorporated parts quantities were not updated. This error could occur in the following procedures: 
Register Customer Order, Register Purchase Order, Register Inquiry, Register Quote and 
Register Stock Order. 

 BSAN-935FZR - If you had the Preparation procedure set on AutoStart in My windows, MONITOR shut 
down with a program error directly when the Auto start window opened at program start. 

 FOHN-97ZCAB - News: A new option for Project number for the Setting "Load as Shipper's reference on 
shipping documents" is added. 

 JELA-98FFSM - The alternative "Replace the old document (will affect existing document links)" didn’t work 
correct in the Document Viewer, the field to enter a new file name was editable. The field, however, was 
not editable for the alternative "Save the new document using another file name", where it should be 
editable. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 AFOG-98MGME - The Charts on the Start page leaked memory when reloading data. 

 JLIN-98SEVV - It wasn’t possible to use Position number as a default value in the Order List – Sales and 
the Order List – Purchase procedures. 

 SHYS-98YC8Q - News: Croatia is a new member in the EU from the first of July 2013 and will now be 
displayed in the EU Intrastat report and the EC Sales List. 

 JWEN-99FGBQ - Default values for instance entered as m+12, n+12/n-12 in lists were always displayed as 
19000101. m+<number> and n+<number> that were evenly divisible by 12 were not displayed as dates, 
it was displayed as "m+7" and "n+8". 

 AFOG-99FJ9G - Double links were created if you replaced a file by using drag and drop. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

Manufacturing 

 SSTG-8RHHDJ - It wasn’t possible to move the column for Linked documents in the Adding / Replanning 
procedure. 

 JWEN-8TFG7M - If you had the supplier’s Part number in the Preparation (but not any Drawing 
number/revision on the Part), the supplier’s Part number was written on other text in the Subcontract 
documents. 

 BSAN-8Z8FAR - If you for instance had the list type Total / week as default value in the Manufacturing 
Order Log procedure, the list type Log was displayed when you loaded the list. 

 JLIN-95BDZX - The entire date wasn’t displayed on printouts of Manufacturing order documents if you had 
the date format Date (according to the date format set in Windows). 

 BSAN-95ZK57 - Extended update in the Info menu in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure is no 
longer available for Subcontract operations. 

 JLIN-984HWK - Printed labels in the Print Transport Labels (manufacturing) procedure became empty if 
you used Crystal Reports forms. 

 CSIG-98BG64 - Some selections were impossible to make with Default values in the Pick List 
(manufacturing) procedure. 
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 AFOG-992HRQ - The field with Part numbers in Find-as-you-Type (FayT) covered the Part number in the 
BOM list in the Preparation procedure. 

 JLIN-99AFMF - The Pick List (Manufacturing) procedure didn’t update the Order status when the 
Manufacturing order was created in another Warehouse and was linked to a Project. This error could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 KJAN-99YC2A - By using the Import / Export Preparation procedure, incorrect information about the 

part’s warehouse could be loaded in the data base. This error could occur if you had several warehouses in 
the database you copied the parts from than in the database you saved to. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 KJAN-9A3JQL - If you used Crystal Reports forms, linked documents were not attached when you sent e-
mails from the Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) procedure. 

 KJAN-9A4GAC - If the alternative "Mark as copy" in the Form Settings wasn’t activated, the next Work 
center wasn’t displayed on the Subc. delivery note. 

 TBOL-9ATCKL - If you used Last purchase price as value on Manufacturing order, a part without purchase 
inherited the price from the part above in the Part list when reporting in the Comprehensive Reporting 
procedure. 

Purchase 

 SSTG-8RZDPK - If you printed an Arrival log from the Supplier Info procedure, the Part’s name wasn’t 
displayed on the printout. 

 KFTM-8SRFMQ - The Intrastat control report could display incorrect Country codes if you had several 
Warehouses within EU. 

 JLIN-8ZZEGT - The Register Inquiry procedure didn’t manage that a supplier had several different 
supplier’s Part numbers for the same part. 

 SSÖG-94WE4T - If you used drag and drop to register a XML file with an order response and matched a 
row type 3 from the file with a row type 2 on the Purchase order, MONITOR shut down with a program 
error. 

 KFTM-97RHZC - If you used six digit accounts in the Chat of accounts, all digits were not displayed in the 
Confirmation LB/FB procedure. 

 SHYS-986FHY - The Orders Needing Approval procedure, list type Standard displayed Price each in 
external currency instead of in the system currency. 

 BSAN-98MDRU - A program error occurred when you opened the Supplier links window on a row type 9 
(Tools) in the Register Purchase Order and Register Inquiry procedures.  

 SHYS-98MCYJ - News: A new country adaptation for companies using the system in Lithuania is added in 
the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. When the invoice is registered, the invoice date can be set 
automatically. This will be governed by a new Setting "Suggested exchange rate during registration". You 
can choose between current Exchange rate and Exchange rate according to invoice date. Please note, that 
if you will use the invoice date’s Exchange rate, you will need to update the Exchange rates on a daily basis 
in the Currencies procedure. 

 SSÖG-98ZD2V - If you changed Currency code in the Update Supplier procedure, MONITOR would shut 
down with a program error when the linked Supplier prices was recalculated and saved. 

 SSÖG-998HJU - If the suppliers’ Part number was the same as MONITORS’ Part number, the Delivery note 
information (#DPD) wasn’t included in the export from the Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 ÖBRN-99AGCS - If you used the payment method Cash in the Payment Suggestions procedure and 
changed account, incorrect account was used in the Outgoing payment ledger. 

 LREM-99REAL - The confirmation date could be incorrect in the Confirmation LB / FB procedure if the 
date format was set on other date formats than YYMMDD or YYYYMMDD. 
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 ÖBRN-9AAGJZ - An adjustment is made in the adaptation 179 (Autogiro Without Confirmation). When this 
adaptation is used, the invoice automatically get status Fully paid when the invoice is final coded. Now this 
transaction will be booked on the Standard account for Autogiro instead of the Standard account for 
Accounts payable. 

 SSÖG-9AQHQH - If you used "Split row" in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure, the suppliers’ 
Part number wasn’t included on the new order row. 

Sales 

 JWEN-7MKBW7 - If you changed list type from Order simulated price to Price list in the Price List – Sales 
procedure, the classification for Name disappeared. 

 FPEN-8PLG37 - Default value on list type Order simulated price with Customer code selected in the Price 
List – Sales procedure didn’t work properly. If you loaded the default values manually the options under 
the heading Properties was missing. 

 KFTM-8ZCC2R - If you had selected Show foreign currency in the Invoicing Log procedure, the 
information wasn’t displayed on the printout. 

 JEDS-92PCHX - The Setting "Select delivery schedule before import" or adaptation 139 destroyed the 
sorting of the Delivery schedule during import in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 MARN-92XGMD - Default value on list type in the Quote List procedure, always became list type Standard. 
This error occurred when you had adaptation 79, Warehouse Management. 

 KFTM-935EB2 - If you had another VAT code on a service than on the Order header, errors occurred in the 
Customer order/Purchase order management. 

 MARN-955C6S - Default values in the Sales Statistics – Customers procedure gave an incorrect list or a 
program error. 

 CSIG-96EG66 - It wasn’t possible to delete an Order row on a transferred Order to which a Purchase order 
had been created in the Sales company. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Customer Order Transfer. 

 BSAN-97YCRD - If you linked from the Register Customer Order procedure to the Quote that had 
created the order, it wasn’t possible to use "Save as…" in the Register Quote procedure. 

 JLIN-98DGAL - Terms of delivery and Delivery method was displayed incorrectly in the Delivery List 
procedure if these terms were manually set to 0 in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 KFTM-98FD6N - Incorrect stock balance could occur if you in the Register Invoices Directly procedure 
changed invoice type from credit to debit. It’s no longer possible to change invoice type in this way. 

 SSÖG-98JFL5 - During import of Customer order and generation of Manufacturing orders in the Import 
EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, Manufacturing order wasn’t marked automatically on the Customer 
order header. 

 CSIG-98YAYA - Row type 4 in the Register Customer Order procedure didn’t manage the max no. of 
characters 225 from an alphanumerical Variable in the Configuration window. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 JELA-9938TX - News: We have implemented the new routing code DSV version 130619. 

 SSÖG-997HFR - Delivery schedules with several calls on the same date could give incorrect order rows if 
these order rows was being picked. This error could occur in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules 
procedure.  

 SSÖG-99AFRA - The export file for Global Invoice with format 319 always got 0 in the round off field on the 
FF1 row. 

 LREM-99FH54 - If you invoiced a Customer that should use Factoring and used Easy Invoice forms, 
incorrect Bg/pg no. was displayed in the footer on the Comprehensive invoice. 

 AFOG-99GJVK - It took long time to save in the Print Shipping Documents procedure if you had many 
packages. 
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 SSÖG-9ADFE3 - All text rows weren’t delivered during delivery reporting of Customer orders created by 
MONITOR-to-MONITOR. 

 SSÖG-9AEGFT - If you registered an order row with a part with alternate unit in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure, the Part balance was incorrectly updated. 

 FOHN-9AHEV8 - News: Shipment number (starting with UREF) when advising to shipping agent by Unifaun 
contain the systems Company identity to be unique. 

 MARN-9AJDEW - The Order confirmation displayed incorrect Total in combination with standard Crystal 
Reports forms and Total Price. 

 KFTM-9AKCC7 - If you had an exception on the Customer that the Late payment fee was different than 
standard, the Late payment fee was incorrectly written with four decimals on the form. This error only 
occurred if you used any of the following forms: Finland, Poland or Norway. 

 SSÖG-9ALG93 - During import of delivery schedules when the file contained two DELINSF rows with the 
same Delivery note no, only one row was displayed in the window under the heading Received d-notes in 
the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure. 

 FOHN-9ALKMR - News: DHL is changing their service DHL Economy Select when using Unifaun. A new 
setting DHL Express" is added in the Update Supplier procedure, the Extra info button to support this 
service. Companies that are affected by this changed service will be contacted by the responsible seller at 
DHL. This new service will be introduced over time, which means that everyone will not be affected at the 
same time. 

 AFOG-9ARJQZ - News: The Odette Transport labels are adjusted in order to fulfill Scania’s and Volvo’s 
demands (the Print EDI Transport Labels procedure.) 

Inventory 

 SSTG-8LRJRN - It didn’t work to set Part types as a Default value in the Volume Value Analysis 
procedure. 

 SSTG-8PTENH - Default values didn’t work in the Price Development procedure. 

 BSAN-8R8K8E - The field From location wasn’t displayed in the Move Stock Balance procedure. 

 BSAN-8RYKJG - An incorrect message indicating that the Part had the Lot sizing rule Lot-for-lot could be 
displayed in the Manufacturing Order Suggestion procedure, this could occur if the Setting "Linked 
requirement/supply planning for M-part (Lot-for-lot)" was activated. 

 MARN-92QAXT - Default value on Part created on didn’t work in the Part List – Inventory procedure if 
you also had a default value on another list type than Standard. 

 FOHN-936K4T - Forecast import in the Register Sales Forecast procedure by using MONITOR-to-
MONITOR didn’t display any dialogue window when there only was one earlier Forecast code. 

 JLIN-94DDZ5 - In the Update Part procedure, the Block/notify option Message for part at... displayed an 
incorrect message that P-order Reporting will manage subcontract procedures. 

 AFOG-96MLUQ - It wasn’t possible to enter default values that contained another classification and list type 
than default in the Cost of Poor Quality procedure. 

 JLIN-98BKC6 - It wasn’t possible to select Part by using the Keyboard with Find-as-you-Type (FayT) in the 

Unplanned Stock Movements procedure. 

 FPEN-99FG46 - A program error occurred in the Remove Part procedure if you tried to remove a Part that 
was incorporated in a Configured Customer order. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

 JLÖR-99HGVW - Purchase orders with status 0 weren’t included in the calculations in the Refill List – 
Purchase procedure. 

 JLÖR-99HHN9 - The Print Transport Labels (Inventory) and Refill Pick Location procedures sorted 
printouts differently. 
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 KJAN-99WJ7Z - It wasn’t possible to automatically attach linked documents sent by e-mail in the Register 
Nonconformity procedure if the nonconformity was registered as a self-def. noncon. type. This error 
could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 KJAN-99YF77 - The Run Netting procedure shut down with a program error if another user released 
manufacturing order suggestions at the same time as the Run Netting. 

 KJAN-9AQJNX - If you generated Purchase orders from the Check Delivery Times procedure, other users’ 

suggestions were included. 

Workshop Info 

 JLÖR-7WUK2G - Continue... (to start) wasn’t activated if you entered 0 material in the multiple window in 
the Recording Terminal procedure. This error could occur when you had the Setting "Check if balance is 
negative during reporting?" set on Block. 

 JLÖR-92MHMP - News: Reporting is blocked if a material is blocked when you start a work in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. A message is displayed about blocked material. If the material has been 
blocked after starting the work, a message will be displayed when you try to report it. 

 JLIN-953GY5 - For Group recordings outside ordinary work hours, for instance on evenings and weekends, 
no calculated time for the work records were saved. 

 JLIN-978GP5 - During reporting in the Recording Terminal procedure, an error message was displayed 
and the reporting wasn’t executed, because of negative balance on a single location even if the total 
balance was enough. This error could occur if the Settings "Block for stock rep. that generates a neg. bal, 
also at location level?" under Inventory and Manufacturings "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" 
set on Block and Pick location on the part or if you didn’t use Age analysis. Now the Manufacturing setting 
will override, and it is possible to make reportings if negative balance will occur on a single location, if the 
total balance is enough. 

 JLIN-97VJR7 - The warning Operation reported as finished and the rest qty = 0 was missing when you 
started a work by using the Priority plan in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLIN-98FCPX - It wasn’t possible to report material manually in the Recording Terminal if the Setting 
"Use balances for incorporated M-parts in structure orders?" wasn’t activated. 

 JLÖR-99J9J5 - The quantity on the order wasn’t updated, but the material was withdrawn when you 
reported several operations on the order and had one Work center that allows several operators and one 
Workcenter that didn’t allow several operators. This error could occur in the Recording Terminal 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9AKJUY - Mailings with information about the latest recordings could only be sent to employees by 
SMTP, now it’s possible to send it by the e-mail program. 

Accounting 

 KFTM-95PJTB - If you had a budget registered and then shortened the budget year, incorrect budget 
distributions remained in the Print Budget procedure. 

 SHYS-97NLZC - If you released a periodic AutoCoding in the Release AutoCoding procedure and got a 
warning about blocked number series, the AutoCoding was released but no voucher was created. 

 KFTM-98KAZN - It wasn’t possible to save a changed translation on an account in the Chart of Accounts 
procedure. 

 ÖBRN-98N9HB - During certain circumstances weren’t the material cost on Manufacturing orders loaded to 
the Register Project procedure. This could occur when the Part register was converted and got a null 
value in the field "Purchase on project". 

 SHYS-98UC7B - If you used Load saved values in the Project Summary procedure, list type Extended 
cost/income, incorrect values could be displayed. No values were displayed if work (cost type 3) was set to 
be loaded from the accounting. 

 ÖBRN-9AJJTU - It wasn’t possible to change Responsible to empty (none) on the Default values tab in the 
Register Basic Data – Project procedure. 
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General Settings 

 CSIG-8ZUAPF - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you had entered to high Limits under the 
button Purchase limit for a user in the Users procedure. 

 MARN-99A8TJ - If you changed anything and saved under the button Reminder in the Users procedure, 
you also got a Purchase limit set under the button Purchase limit. 

 KJAN-99WJZ7 - The Terms of payment in the Terms and Conditions procedure had an untranslated row 
in Latvian. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-97GG2W - The Magnifier used to preview scanned invoices in the supplement Electronic Invoice 
Management (EIM) didn’t work properly. 

 KFTM-97QGUL - If you added a Signer in an Authorization list on a not fully authorized invoice, the Invoice 
information could incorrectly display that the invoice already was fully authorized. This error could occur in 
the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9ADGDX - Buttons to navigate between the Coding methods was missing on the Coding tab in the 
Update Coding Method procedure. 

Product Configurator 

 JWEN-7WTBE4 - The Total was missing if you loaded Default values in the Order List – Configuration 
procedure. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-8ZTJAF - If you had too long formulas in Quantity-, Time- or Price formulas in the Preparation 
procedure, a program error occurred. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

 CSIG-92REXL - If a Variable was removed from a Configuration, the rules linked to the Variable weren’t 
removed. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 CSIG-97XFNE - In the Configuration window, it wasn’t possible to change if a variable should be displayed 
on the order or not. 

 CSIG-98CCQE - You had to use tab a lot to get to the next customer order row if you had a Configured part 
and Customer Order Transfer. This only affected systems with the supplements Product Configurator and 
Customer Order Transfer. 

 CSIG-98SJPL - Modified by in the Configuration window wasn’t saved in the data base. Which made that 
Created by and Modified by always were the same. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 


